10 GOOD THINGS TO DO
ON YOUR NEW ZEALAND ADVENTURE
DAY SPA
A great way to rejuvenate after your flight....or a hard day of hunting. Pure
Skin Therapy is tucked away discretely amongst a peaceful garden setting.
The perfect balance of beauty and nature. Private and exclusively local. We
suggest you take time out and visit a ‘very special place’ where we welcome you
to relax, unwind and enjoy the services on offer by the professional and friendly
team at Pure. Or utilise Carla’s in-house and mobile beauty therapy services - Begin
From Within - specialising in relaxation massage, facials, eyebrow shaping, waxing
and product advice/supply. Carla is a qualifed therapist with a special passion for
beauty from the inside.

WAY TO GO
SCENIC FLIGHTS
& HELIBKING
Way To Go can customise a helicopter
tour experience to suit your interests
and budget. Our specialty is a variety of
scenic helicopter tours incorporating our
coastlines, vineyards, local mountains,
rainforest and limestone areas.
Or for the more adventurous type take on our heli-biking or heli-skiing
experience to combine our beautiful
scenery with a day in the mountains.

H OT TUBS


Soak in fresh mountain water (we do not add any chemicals). Book
a private hot / cool tub with a personal changing room on site. Enjoy
complimentary fresh drinking water to ensure you stay hydrated
while you soak. Your tub has been cleaned and refilled with fresh mountain
water for each person or group. We support environmental sustainability by
irrigating water from the tubs back onto the land.
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GLIDE
The South Island of New Zealand, with
Omarama approximately in the centre,
produces some of the world’s best wave
flying as well as astonishing ridge, thermal and
convergence soaring amidst the spectacular and
dramatic mountains of the Southern Alps.

WINE TOURS
Explore the scenery, history, food
and wine of Wanaka and Central
Otago. Sample our awardwinning and world famous wine varietels
and our gourmet cuisine.

SHOP TILL YOU DROP

The main streets of both Wanaka and Queenstown are abuzz with
cafes, bars and boutiques all year round. Food, fun and fashion
collide in picturesque perfection. Everything you need for your stay.
Everything you want to take home... and everything comes with a warm New
Zealand welcome.
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LITTLE BLUE
PENGUINS

A must see for wildlife lovers.
Just 45 minutes drive from
Hunter Hills Lodge we have a colony
of Little Blue Penguins, the world’s
smallest penguin. This colony is the
easiest place in New Zealand to view
good numbers of Blue Penguins. Best
viewing is in the evening and can
be combined with a trip to another
colony of Yellow Eyed Penguins, and
a restaurant meal.

SKIING AND BOARDING

The South Island of New Zealand is home of
some world famous ski and snowboard fields.
Powder snow, friendly people and uncrowded
slopes. Our season runs from July through to September
so it may well be possible to combine some snow sport in
with your hunting.
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HORSE TREKKING
For an awesome high country farm experience why not do
a fantastic Horse Trekking tour? Team up with one of the
quiet farm hacks and enjoy a guided horse trek riding over
tussock and undulating lush farmland whilst soaking in the stunning
scenery and views from the mountains to the sea without requiring
any infrastructure such as roads, tracks and huts, so there’s no need
to leave any lasting footprint.

VISIT MT.
COOK
For a unique
alpine adventure which is perfect
for both families and couples...
pay a visit to Mt Cook village.
World-class activities such as
Glacier Exploration, Tasman Valley
4WD and Argo Tours, Big Sky
Stargazing, Mount Cook Guided Day
Walks, scenic flights or the visual
extravaganza of the Sir Edmund
Hillary Alpine Centre.

You may also choose to enjoy the opportunity to relax at Hunter Hills, enjoy short or longer
walks in the rural surrounds. Have a round of golf at the local golf course (only a few minutes
walk from the Lodge). Fish in the local rivers and lakes (10 minutes away). Take a mountain bike
ride (we have the bikes). Take a tour of the hunting areas and view the animals.
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